Slow and firm

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,

Who, Who are the criminals,
Remember Nu-rem-bour, Remember Nu-rem-bour

International law is clear, We have the right to

live without fear, Threatening the
Who decides, who are the criminals, who will judge?

Who decides, who are the criminals, who will judge?

Who decides, who are the criminals, who will judge?
Very Clear

This is our world. One billion. One million. Million. Million. Million.

This is our world. One billion. One million. Million. Million. Million.

This is our world. One billion. One million. Million. Million. Million.

This is our world. One billion. One million. Million. Million. Million.

Dollars a year. Spent by the world on weapons.

Dollars a year. Spent by the world on weapons.

Dollars a year. Spent by the world on weapons.

Dollars a year. Spent by the world on weapons.

And the richest countries. And the richest countries.

And the richest countries. And the richest countries.

And the richest countries. And the richest countries.

And the richest countries. And the richest countries.
(Push tempo)

squander the resources of the test

squander the resources of the test

squander the resources of the test

squander the resources of the test

Squander the resources of the test

Who is the criminal, who will judge? Who is the criminal,

Who is the criminal, who will judge? Who is the criminal,

Who is the criminal, who will judge? Who is the criminal,

Who is the criminal, who will judge? Who is the criminal,

Who is the criminal, who will judge? Who is the criminal,

Who will judge?

Who will judge?

Who will judge?
Solos

(Rhythmic, not too slow)

A. Alarming, Disturbing, Breach of the

B. Alarming, Disturbing, Breach of the

S

peace, Who is guilty of breach of the peace? One

A

peace, Who is guilty of breach of the peace? One

T

peace, Who is guilty of breach of the peace? One

B

peace, Who is guilty of breach of the peace? One

S

hundred kilotones of war machine — totally de-

A

hundred kilotones of war machine — totally de-

T

hundred kilotones of war machine — totally de-

B

hundred kilotones of war machine — totally de-
Tri-ont is the crime—We pro-test—We pro-test.

Tri-ont is the crime—We pro-test—We pro-test.

Tri-ont is the crime—We pro-test—We pro-test.

Tri-ont is the crime—We pro-test—We pro-test.

Breach of the peace

Tri-ont is the crime

Tri-ont is the crime

Breach of the peace

Tri-ont in the Clyde

Tri-ont in the Clyde

Tri-ont in the Clyde

Tri-ont in the Clyde
Soprano Solo

Free Time

Remember Remember Hiroshima

Nagasaki, Nagasaki

Not too slow

(p) We cannot forget the victims that died.

Shadows on the wall,

Searing pain the baby drawing breath, the children at play.

Searing pain the baby drawing breath, the children at play.

Searing pain the baby drawing breath, the children at play.
We cannot forget.
We cannot forget.

We cannot forget.

We cannot forget.

We cannot forget.

We cannot forget.

We cannot forget.

Rit.
(Unaccompanied, very firm)

mf

The slate is not a person, it is all of us — And we all have to choose —

The slate is not a person, it is all of us — And we all have to choose —

The slate is not a person, it is all of us — And we all have to choose —

It is all of us — And we all have to choose —
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(pp)

(cresc.)

Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

The way it goes — Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

The way it goes — Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

The way it goes — Do we choose life? Do we choose life? Do we choose life?

Death — Do we collude in murder?

Death — Do we collude in murder?

Death — Do we collude in murder?

Death — Do we collude in murder?
Guilt, guilt, who is guilty? Judges and lawyers, Now is your

time to prevent crime, prevent crime — Now is the time.

You have a voice. When will you protest the
We the people, will commit crime. To prevent a greater crime.

We the people, will commit crime. To prevent a greater crime.

To prevent a greater crime.

To prevent a greater crime. When will you dissent from the government?

To prevent a greater crime. When will you dissent from the government?
That acts ill-gently? With contempt for morality?

That acts ill-gently? With contempt for morality?

That acts ill-gently? With contempt for morality?

That acts ill-gently? With contempt for morality?

This is your responsibility

This is your responsibility

This is your responsibility Separate the judiciary

This is your responsibility Separate the judiciary

From government duplicity

From government duplicity

From government duplicity

From government duplicity Now is the time, You must decide,
Will you prevent the people's rights, Will you prevent crimes of war,

Will you uphold international law, Will justice be done?

Repeat: Guilty, Guilty, etc.
Vision Twenty Twenty; What an aberration

All it safe? And civilization but we're

Talking annihilation; Full spectrum domination is an a

Bom. nation, This is the new domination, curse of proliferation

This is the new domination, curse of proliferation

So curiosity, What does it mean?
Call it safety and civilization

When all the earth can be blown to smithereens

What a contradiction when earth and sky are nuclear fuel

Then we can talk of security

What do we mean by security, when the wealthy feed off the poor and still go on demanding more?

Every day, billions are spent on every kind of armament.
countries that are starving and poor are still pushed into making wars

How can we talk of liberty, when children are held in captivity, and women are sold into slavery, and so many die in misery?

Justice for all must be the path we take to liberty.

This will be security and peace, when all the world is free, and...
When the nuclear winter falls, where can we go?

Only a barren landscape, No life left

Desolation, A

No life, No life, Only death, Desolation, A

No life, No life, Only death, Desolation, A

Poisoned desert, No trees or fields, No living thing.

Poisoned desert, No trees or fields, No living thing.

Poisoned desert, No trees or fields, No living thing.
De-vast-a-tion No-where to hide No cit-y streets, or

Thriving markets No-where, Nothing, No where to go,

Blaz-ing fires Or fro-zen waste Life-less, Empty, Sil-ence of death
Darkness, Starvation and death Nowhere safe from the silent killer,

Radiation, End of the future, Nothing, Nothing,

Nothing left, Nowhere, Nothing, Only death.
We are the human family, we all have equal rights. The right to life and liberty. And true security. The will of the people must direct the government. In four parts.

Suggested: one through in unison, three lines through in parts. As each part finishes, improvise until fourth part completes. Then sing in unison with 'the will of the people must direct the government.'
Bass solo (Free Time)

Se- cur-i- ty Se- cur-i- ty What does it mean, What does it mean?

Who are the criminals?

Poisned lagoons, Shalt-end co-ral Death, displacement and despair

What is the crime Who are the criminals?

Paradise turned to Hells By the nuclear experiment

What is the crime

The testing of armaments In the name of secur-i- ty and sta-bil-i-

What is the crime, What is the crime?

Pro-lif- er-at-ion, Shame of the nation sot, Which
Emphatic

s

How many treaties broken, how many usings ignored?

A

How many treaties broken, how many usings ignored?

T

mind, how many treaties broken, how many usings ignored?

B

((4))

How many promises of good faith gone by the board?

S

How many promises of good faith gone by the board?

A

How many promises of good faith gone by the board?

T

How many promises of good faith gone by the board?

B

((mf))

Hate, distrust and

S

Anti-ballistic.

A

Anti-ballistic.

T

Anti-ballistic.

B

paranoia, nuclear war mind, Anti-ballistic.
min-ish, dimin-ish, dimin-ish, dimin-ish, The role of all, Be

free of all (f) Unequivocal, irreversible.

Upheld by the international court Agreed by the nuclear
What does that mean? When the innocent are murdered. That is a crime.
The nuclear bully states threaten all the world. They talk of security, but they mean power. U.S. must.
What does that mean? When the innocent are murdered. That is a crime.
The nuclear bully states threaten all the world. They talk of security, but they mean power. U.S. must.
No safe space in a nuclear world.
Soprano Solo

(=f) Gently

When the last sea is poisoned, the last tree cut down, and the last bird sings

(Chorus)

Then will we learn to cherish life, and leave the times of war?
The future is ours, and we all have a part.

Nothing stays the same;

When we remember the value of life,
Then we find the way

The future is ours, and we all have a part.

Nothing stays the same;

When we remember the value of life,
Then we find the way

Nothing stays the same;

When we remember the value of life,
Then we find the way

Then we find the way
Listen to the voice of the sea. Hear the bird.

Listen to the voice of the sea. Hear the bird.

Listen to the voice of the sea. Hear the bird.

Listen to the voice of the sea. Hear the bird.

Listen to the voice of the sea. Hear the bird.
Share the earth, We find space for all

Share the earth, We find space for all

Share the earth, We find space for all